Name: Abell, Sam  
Date of birth: February, 19, 1945  
Place of birth: Sylvania, Ohio  
Residence: Albemarle County, Virginia  
Education: University of Kentucky, 1969, BA  
Employment: National Geographic, 1970-  
Occupation: Photographer, Editor, Teacher, Artist, Author  
Publications:  
*Stay this moment: the photographs of Sam Abell*
*Contemplative gardens*
*The inward garden: creating a place of beauty and meaning*
*Australia: a journey through a timeless land*
*Seeing gardens*
*Lewis & Clark: Voyage of discovery*
*Sam Abell: the photographic life*
*Distant thunder: a photographic essay on the American Civil War*
*Life of a photograph*
*Amazonia*
*Sam Abell Library*

Sources:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sam_Abell  
http://samabell.com/  
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2008/10/21/legendary_geographic_photograp/  
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/contributors/a/photographer-sam-abell/
Gender: male
Ethnicity: Caucasian
Kentucky Counties: Fayette
Century tag: 20th
Author tag: a